Advancement : Perseverance : Success !!
All goes gradually forward for the shift in my activities this coming Chinese New Year

1) I have found a suitable locale ... just to discuss details, sign contract.
Now, this was the shop locale which I had seen in my mind some years ago as the place of my
clinic if I went into town 🧙♂️ (wizard)

2) The wonderful angel 😇Inger, the colleague with whom I will set-up the clinic, is dealing with all
social and practical aspects. Thank you ... I am so hopeless in fixing things in Swedish society.
Interestingly, the first time I visited to her for treatment, she had the vision that we would share
a clinic together 🧙♀️ (witch)

3) The new clinic has a teaching space 🥳; so that I can begin share out knowledge; as in ......

4) 9 stage education over 10-12 years : Health, Longevity and Immortality.
A synthesis of my studies during the last 30 years; focus from the 10 year teachings from Jeffrey
Yuen since 2010: http://jadepurityfoundation.org/master.html
The structure for the course starts to form in my head, following the theme of the ´Science of
Longevity` .... remembering that the Daoists are the tradition who studied and developed this
knowledge. I will be seeking a small group formed of those dedicated to experience gradual
change and ´immortal health` 🤗.
5) Plan a range of other shorter classes and special Qi Gong e.g. 24 Solar Qi Dao Yin (Daoist Yoga)

6) Dec 20, Winter Solstice; I will take free until after (Chinese New Year), so I can
a) begin preparation of my own health & awaken old structures and exercises to teach you;
b) make the website
c) begin the education through articles , so .... write, write, write.

Daoist-Doc
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´Stay Well, Play Hard`
Chang Xuan Ren 暢玄人
www.PurpleOnyx.net

